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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real Banach space and let X* be the dual space of X. The 
value of x* E X* at x E X will be denoted by either (x*, x) or (x, x*). 
The duality map of X is the subset F of X x X* defined by 
F={[x,x*]:xEX,X*EX* and (x, x*) = 11 x (I2 = )I x* 113. (1) 
A subset A of X x X is called accretive if 
(y1-yYa,x*)>Oforall[xi,yi]~A,i=1,2,and[x,-xx,,x*]~F. (2) 
If A is a subset of X x X and x E X, we define 
Ax = {z : [x, z] E A} 
and let D(A) d enote the set of those x for which Ax is not empty. 
Similarly, we set R(A) = UseDtA) Ax. If C is a subset of X and A is 
an accretive set, we say A is maximal accretive in C if D(A) C C and A 
is not properly contained in any accretive set B such that D(B) _C C. 
An accretive set A is maximal accretive if it is maximal accretive in X, 
and A is hyperaccretive if 
R(I+A)={x+y:[x,y]EA)=X. (3) 
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If C is a subset of X we define 
With each subset A of X x X we associate a subset (restriction) of 
A, A*, as follows: 
A0 = {[x, x] : z E Ax and II x II = I Ax I>* (4) 
In the event that A is maximal accretive, Ax is easily seen to be closed 
and convex for each x. Thus, if X is reflexive, D(A*) = D(A). If X is 
also strictly convex, then A* is a function. [We identify functions with 
their graphs. If A is a function and x E D(A), then Ax may denote 
either a singleton set or the value of A at x, depending on the context.] 
We call A* the minimal section of A. The main results of this note, 
concerning the extent to which A* determines A, are sketched below. 
Let C C X and A be a subset of X x X. We denote the set of all 
maximal accretive sets B such that D(B) _C C and Bx S Ax for x E C 
by E[A : C]. In words, E[A : C] is the set of all maximal accretive 
sets B with domain in C which extend the restriction of A to C. Our 
results imply, in particular, that if A is hyperaccretive and X and X* 
are uniformly convex, then E[A* : D(A)] = {A}. If X is actually a 
Hilbert space we obtain a more delicate result, namely, 
E[HJ : D(A)] = E[AO : D(A)] = {A) 
whenever A is maximal accretive. (In Hilbert spaces the notions of 
maximal accretive sets and hyperaccretive sets coincide. See [5].) 
These results are of substantial importance in the theory of semigroups 
of nonlinear contractions. See [3]. 
In Section 1 we treat accretive sets in Banach spaces of a certain 
class, and in Section 2 we specialize to Hilbert spaces. The last section 
consists of brief remarks on related results for monotone sets in 
x x x*. 
SECTION 1. ACCRETIVE SETS IN BANACH SPACES 
In this section X will denote a Banach space such that both X and 
X* (with the dual norm) are uniformly convex. The consequences 
of these assumptions on X which are vital to our proofs are: (i) X is 
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reflexive, (ii) F is a strongly continuous function mapping X into Xx, 
and (iii) if (z~> C X, x, - x and (1 x, )I + I( x 11, then x, +x. Here 
--+ and - refer to convergence in the strong and weak topologies, 
respectively, and limits are taken as n tends to co through the integers. 
A further (inessential) convenience is that if C is a nonempty, closed, 
and convex subset of X, then there is a unique x in C such that 
le;lrn; I C I- Th is element is characterized by the following simple 
: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of X. 
Then x is the element of minimal norm in C ;f and only if x E C and 
II x II2 G (YPW) for each y E c. (1-l) 
Proof. If x E C and satisfies (l.l), then 
II x II2 d II Y II llw4ll = II Y II II x II for y E c, 
and 11 x 11 = 1 C 1 follows at once. To prove the necessity we note that 
if x, w E X, then 
II z II2 b - II w II2 + 2 II z II II w II 
b - II w II2 + 2(%WN (1.2) 
= II w II2 + 2b - w,w4). 
Now let x be the element of minimal norm in C. If y E C then 
I( x + t(y - x)(/a > 11 x II2 for 0 < t < 1. Moreover, letting x = x 
and w = x + t( y - x) in (1.2) we find that 
II x II2 a II x + t(r - dll” + 2@ - Y,F[X + t(r - 41). 
It follows that (x - y, F[x + t( y - x)]) < 0 for 0 < t < 1. Letting 
t 4 0 yields 
II x II2 = (%W) G (Y, W) 
as desired. The proof is complete. 
Our first result is the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a hyperaccretive set and let B be an accretive 
set. If B 1 A0 then Bx c Ax for x E D(A). 
Clearly Theorem 1.1 implies that E[AO : D(A)] = {A>. We precede 
the proof of Theorem 1.1 with a review of the basic facts concerning 
accretive sets. Most of the arguments required for the proofs of 
Lemmas 1.2 through 1.5 may be found in Kato [4]. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let A be an accretive set. For each t 3 0 let 
(a) Jt = {[x + 9, xl : [x, yl E 4 
(b) A, = ([x + ty, yl : [x, rl E 4, 
(4 D, = Wt) = WJ* 
Then for every t > 0: 
(i) J,~~~f~~tion~n~IIJ,~-~J,yII~Ij~-yllfo~~,y~~t, 
(ii) A, is a function and 11 A,x - A,y /I < 2t-l jl x - y 11 for 
x,y~Dt> 
und (iii) Jtx + tA,x = x for x E D f , 
(iv) jj A,xII < I Ax j for xE D, . 
Moreover, 
(VI ‘& II JtX - x II = 0 for x E O<T<l Dt - .\ 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A be an uccretive set. If DtO = X for some t, > 0, 
then D, = X for all t > 0. Moreover, hyperuccretive sets are maximal 
uccretive. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let A be a maximal uccretive set. Then A is demi- 
closed, i.e., if {xn} C D(A), yn E Ax, , x, --+ x,, , and yn - y0 , then 
[x0 >ro1 EA. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let A be a hyperuccretive set. Then: 
(i) If x E X and lim infflo 11 Ap 11 < co, then x E D(A). 
(ii) qx E D(A), then limfro A,x = AOx. 
Remark 1.1. It follows from Lemma 1.2 (iii), (v), and Lemma 1.3 
that if A is hyperaccretive, t > 0, and x E X, then there is a unique 
element [x(t), y(t)] of A such that x(t) + ty(t) = x, namely, 
[x(t), r(t)1 = Lb> 4x1. M oreover, by Lemma 1.2 (v), lim,lo Jtx = x 
for x E D(A). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. It is enough to show that if x0 E D(A) and 
(AOx - Yo , F(x - x0)) 3 0 for x E @A), (1.3) 
then y. E Ax, . Let 
A -yo = WY -rol : hY1 E4* 
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A - y,, is hyperaccretive if and only if A is hyperaccretive. Let, for 
each t > 0, 
define [x(t), y(t)]. See Remark 1.1. We havey(t) - y0 = (A - y&x,. 
Since x,, E D(A - yo) by assumption, Lemma 1.5 (ii) implies 
$3 [r(t) - rol = (A - Yo)O x0 . (1.5) 
Now y(t) E Ax(t), so Lemma 1.2(iv) yields 11 y(t)11 >, ) Ax(t)/ = 1) Aox 
and it follows from (1.5) that 11 Aox is bounded as t J 0. Since X is 
reflexive, there is a sequence {t,}, t, 4 0, such that AOx -yl for 
some y1 E X. Furthermore, x(&J --t x0 by virtue of (1.4) and (l-5), so 
Lemma 1.4 implies yi E Ax, . Replacing x and Aox by x(t,J and 
AOx in (1.2), dividing by t, > 0 (note that F is homogenous of 
degree 1) and letting n+ co yields 
(Yl - Yo 9 F[(A - Yo)O x01) G 0. 
Since y1 - y. E (A - yo) x0 , Lemma 1.1 implies 
Ij(A - yo)O x0 IIS < (Yl - Yo 3 WA - Yo)O x01) G 0. 
Hence (A - yo)O x0 = 0. This means 0 E (A - yo)(xo) or y. E Ax, and 
the proof is complete. 
Remark 1.2. It is evident from the proof of Theorem 1.1 that A0 
may be replaced by any subset A, of A with the properties: 
(4 WI) = W) 
(b) If {x~} C D(A), x, ---f x, ym E Ax, , and 
lim sup IIyn II -c a, n-too 
then there are elements y%’ E A,x, such that 
We will require more information concerning the dependence of 
J,x and Ap on t. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a hyperaccretive set and x E X. Then 
(i) 11 Ap 11 is monotone nonincreasing in t, 0 < t < oc), i.e., 
O<s<timpliesIIApll <lIA~ll. 
(ii) A,x is Lipschitz continuous on 0 < 6 < t < 00 for each 
6 >o. 
(iii) /I x - J1x /I is dz&entiabZe a.e. on 0 < t < co and 
d/dt 11 x - Jfx Ij < /I AOJ,x (I a.e. on 0 < t < 00. 
Proof. We have, for t > 0, 
x = Jtx + t&xx, UP, 44 E A. (14 
Setting x(t) = Jge and y(t) = Atx, (1.6) implies 
(r(t) - Y(S), m4t) - WI) = be) -Y(S), F[vW - WI) 2 0 (1.7) 
for t, s > 0. Upon multiplying (1.7) by t > 0 and some manipulation, 
we find 
II tr(t) - srw = @r(t) - SYW> F[ty(t) - SYWI) 
G (t - S)(Y(S), F[tY(t) - SY(41) 
d I t - s I IIYWII II tYw - ~YO)ll, 
which implies 
/I trw - SY(4ll < I t - s I IIY(4l. 
From (1.8) and the triangle inequality it follows that 
(l-8) 
II Y(Ol d II r(s)ll for t > s, (1.9 
which proves (i). 
Using (1.8) again we have 
II@ + 4YW - YWI + (t - S)[YW + YWIII G 2 I t - s I II YM 
so 
IIYW -Y(S)lI < e (IIYP> + YMII + 2 II Y(S)0 (1.10) 
The Lipschitz continuity of y( t) on 0 < 6 < t < co follows from (1.9) 
and (1.10). 
Since X is reflexive, the Lipschitz continuity of y(t) = Ap implies 
A,x is differentiable a.e. in t. If (1.7) is divided by (t - s)~, the limit 
as s -+ t is taken, and the result multiplied by t > 0, one finds 
(ty’(t),JTty’(t) + r(tll) < 0 a.e. t > 0. (1.11) 
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Here we used the continuity and homogeneity of F. Now AOx E Ax(t) 
and therefore 
@Ox(t) - Y(S), q&s) - ~r(~)l> 2 0. (1.12) 
Dividing (1.12) by (t - S) and letting s tend to t once from above and 
once from below yields 
@Ox(t) -r(t),F[ty’(t) +r(Ol) = 0 a.e. t > 0. (1.13) 
By virtue of (1.11) and (1.13) we have 
II AO~Wll IIw> + YWll z (A04W[v’W + rPll> 
= (r(t), F[WW + r@ll) 
2 (r(t) + trw FCVW + rW1) 
= II r(t) + v’(w, 
so 
holds a.e. in t. Since ty(t) = x - JIx, the proof of Theorem 1.2 is 
complete. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let x E D(A), where A is a hyperaccretive set. If 
there exists constants K and p, 0 < p < 1, such that 
II A”./$ II < K II 4 IP’ for t >o, (1.14) 
then x E D(A). 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2 (iii) and (1.14) we have 
W II t&II = d/dt II x - JF II G Kll A$ IID (1.15) 
a.e. for t > 0. Now 11 A,x 11 is monotone decreasing in t, so if I( A,x (I > 0 




T-P dr 3 
s s” (II ~0 II+ $ II 74~ Ii) dT s 
K(tl-9 - s’-“) > II tAp Ill-* - 11 sA$ Ill--p. 
Letting s tend to zero and noting II sAsI[ -+ 0 [by Lemma 1.2(v)] as 
well as Lemma 1.5 completes the proof. 
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We will use Corollary 1.1 in Section 3 in the proof that if A is a 
hyperaccretive set in a Hilbert space, then 
E[AO : D(A)] = E[AO : D(A)]. 
We end this section with a simple, infinite dimensional illustration of 
Corollary 1.1. Note that the corollary roughly states that 11 AOJ,x 11 and 
11 A,x 11 are of comparable magnitude for x E D(A). Indeed, one has 
l&j II Ax II = 1;s II AOJtx II = II A0x I/ 
if x E D(A). If x $ D(A) but x E D(A), then jl A,x 11 and /I AOJ,x /I tend 
to infinity as t 4 0, and II A,x 11 3 /I A”J,x 11. However, no estimate 
II AOJ,x II G K II A,x II P can hold for 0 < p < 1 and t near zero. It is, 
however, possible that 
lim II A~ II 
t1o // AOJ,x 11 = cc 
for x $ D(A), x E D(A). 
If x $ D(A), no comparison can be made. In this case /I A,x II behaves 
like (const) t-l near t = 0, while 11 AOJ,x I/ may vanish identically. 
As an example, let us take X = /, , the Hilbert space of square 
summable sequences of real numbers. Let 
and 
1 
(0) if x < 0 
f(x)= {y:O<y\(l) if x=0 
{I} if x > 0 
A = {[@n>, KJI : b, of, n = 1, 2,.-I n Wd. 
Then A is a hyperaccretive subset of &&a . D(A) consists of those 
{ad in /a for which a, > 0 holds for at most finitely many n. Hence 
D(A) = t$ . Let {a,} E /Z and a, > 0 for each n, so {an} $ D(A), and 
no bound 
II ~“JtbJll < K II 4bJlP, O<p<l 
can hold near t = 0. A brief computation and rearrangement show 
that this statement is equivalent to: There is no summable sequence 
{cn> of positive numbers such that 
> t x (the number of values of 12 such that c, > t)l’” 
for constants K, p, 0 < p < 1, as t 4 0. 
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SECTION 2. ACCRETIVE SETS IN HILBERT SPACE 
In this section we require X to be a Hilbert space H. If X and X* 
are identified, the duality map is the identity. The notion of accre- 
tiveness then coincides with the notion of monotonicity in Hilbert 
space as introduced by Minty [5]. W e remark again that Minty showed 
that hyperaccretive and maximal accretive are equivalent notions in 
Hilbert spaces. 
The results of Section 1 clearly apply if X is a Hilbert space. A 
proof of Theorem 1.1 in the Hilbert space case is given in [33, and 
Theorem 1.2 is new for Hilbert spaces. We need one more definition 
for the next theorem: An accretive function A is f-maximal accretive 
on a subset C of H if whenever B 3 A and B is accretive, then 
D(B) n C = D(A) n C. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a hyperaccretive (equivalently, maximal 
accretive) set and let C be a subset of H. If J,C C C for each t > 0, then 
A0 is f-maximal accretive on D(A) A C. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that if x0 E D(A) n C, y. E H and 
(AOx-Yy,,x--x,) 20, xED(A) n C, (2-l) 
then x0 E D(A). As usual, we have 
xo = Jtxo + t&o, [Jtxo > ho1 E A. 
By assumption, Jpo E D(A) n C. Using Jlxo as x in (2.1) yields 
(A”JPO - ~0 9 @ox,) < 0. 
Since Ape E Ajfxo , Lemma 1.1 now implies (recall that F is the 
identity here) 
II A”J,xo 11’ < (A’l~o 9 &o) G (ro 3 Atxo) < II ~0 II II Ago II . 
Therefore x0 E D(A) by Corollary 1.1, and the proof is complete. 
Clearly, D(A) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, so A0 is 
f-maximal accretive on D(A). This implies 
EIA” : D(A)] = EIA” : D(A)]. 
Invoking Theorem 1.1 also, we have: 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Let A be a hyperaccretive (equivalently, maximal 
accretive) subset of H x H. Then 
E[AO : D(A)] = {A}. 
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 are valid if A0 is replaced by subsets 
of A which are locally bounded related to A”. 
We consider a more general question. For what sets C is E(A” : C) 
a singleton set? In order that this be true, E(A” : C) must be non- 
empty. Clearly, E(A : H) is nonempty for all accretive sets A. The 
next theorem assures that E[A : zD(A)] is not empty, wherecoD 
is the closure of the convex hull of D(A), for each nonempty accretive 
A. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be an accretive set. Let C be a nonempty closed 
convex set containing D(A). Then E(A : C) is not empty. 
Theorem 2.2 is a simple consequence of the following lemma, 
which is a special case of a result of Brezis [2]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be an accretive set, and let C be a nonempty 
closed convex subset of H. If D(A) C C, then for each f E H there exists 
an element u E C such that 
(f-u-w,u-w)>O for [w, w] E A. (2.2) 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Extend A to a maximal accretive set in C. 
Denote the extension by A, . Given f E H, let u E C satisfy (2.2) with 
A replaced by A,. Since A, is maximal, [u, f - U] E A, and 
f E R(I + A,). Thus R(I + A,) = H, and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a hyperaccretive set. Let C be a nonempty 
closed and convex subset of D(A). If J&7 _C C for all t > 0, then 
E(AO : C) contains a unique element B. Moreooer, D(B) = D(A) A C 
and Box = A% for x E D(A) n C. 
Proof. According to Theorem 2.2, E(A” : C) is not empty. If 
B E E(AO : C), Theorem 2.1 implies D(B) = D(A) n C. We will 
prove that Box = Aox for all x in D(A) n C. Thus every element of 
E(AO : C) has the same minimal section and therefore E(A” : C) is a 
singleton set by virtue of Theorem 1.1. 
Let x0 E D(A) n C and y. = Box, . Then 
(AOx-yo,x-xx,)>0 for xeD(A)nC. (2.3) 
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Choosing x = Jtxo in (2.3), dividing by t > 0, and letting t 4 0 
yields (Aox -y. , AOx,) < 0. This implies I( Aox 11 < )I y. 11 = (1 Box0 11 .
But Aox0 E Bx, , so Aox0 = Box0 and the proof is complete. 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 play a substantial role in the theory of semi- 
groups of nonlinear contractions on convex subsets of a Hilbert space. 
Indeed, it is known that such semigroups are in one-to-one correspond- 
ence with maximal accretive sets. The set A corresponds to the 
semigroup S if and only if ----A0 is the infinitesimal generator of S. 
See [3] for details. Given a semigroup S one can compute A0 by 
differentiation. A constructive method to determine A from A0 does 
not seem to be known, so we are interested in inferring properties of 
A from those of /lo. The rest of this section is devoted to some exam- 
ples of this kind of result. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be a maximal accretive set. If y is a positive 
real number, then 
is maximal accretive if and only if A0 - yI is acmetive. 
Proof. Clearly (A0 - ~1) is accretive if (A - ~1) is maximal 
accretive. On the other hand, if (A0 - 71) is accretive let 
B E EIA” - ~1: D(A)]. 
Such a B exists since D(A) is convex (see [3, Corollary 2.21) and we 
have Theorem 2.2. Consider B + 71. Clearly B + ~1 E EIA” : D(A)], 
so B + ~1 = A by Corollary 2.1. Thus A - ~1 = B is maximal 
accretive. The proof is complete. 
We require some definitions for our next result. An accretive set A 
is said to be cyclically acmetive if for every finite set of points 
[xi , yi] E A, i = 0, l,..., n we have 
0 > (x0 -X,,y,)+~~~+(xz--xl,Yl)+(xl--o,Yo). (2.4) 
Cyclically accretive sets arise as subdifferentials of convex functions 
in the following way: Let f : H + (- 00, + a) be convex, i.e., 
f(Ax + (1 - h)y) < Af(x) + (1 - x)f(y) for x,y E H and 0 <X < 1. 
The subdz$%rential af off is the set of all [x, z] E H x H such that 
f(Y) ~f(x> + (Y - x2 4 for all YEH. 
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It is easy to see that af is cyclically accretive and it is known that 3f is 
maximal accretive if f is lower semicontinuous and proper (i.e., not 
identically +co). See Rockafellar [6]. Moreover, each maximal 
cyclically accretive A is of the form af for some proper lower semi- 
continuous convex function f. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let B be a cyclically accretive set and D(B) _C C where 
C is a nonempty closed convex set. Then there is a cyclically accretive 
element of E(B : C). 
Proof. Let g be a proper lower semicontinuous convex function 
such that 8g I B. Such a g exists according to [6]. Let I, be the indica- 
tor function of C, i.e., I,(x) = 0 for x E C, and I,(x) = + co if x $ C. 
Then Uc 1 C x (0) and if f = g + I, we have 
Moreover, D(af) C C since f(x) = + co for x $ C. Since f is a proper 
lower semicontinuous convex function, i?f E E(B : C) and has the 
desired properties. The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A be a maximal accretive set. Then A is cyclically 
accretive if and only if A0 is cyclically accretive. 
Proof. One direction is clear. We show that if A0 is cyclically 
accretive then so is A. @A0 : D(A)] contains a cyclically accretive set 
by Lemma 2.2, and EIA” : D(A)] = {A} by Corollary 2.1. The proof 
is complete. 
SECTION 3. REMARKS ON MONOTONE SETS 
Let X be a real Banach space. The concept of an accretive set in 
X x X is a generalization of the notion of a monotone (equivalently, 
accretive) set in H x H, where H is a Hilbert space. This notion 
generalizes to subsets of X x X* as well. A subset A of X x X* is 
called monotone if 
(xl* - x2*, x1 - x2) > 0 for [xi , xi*] E A, i = 1,2. (3.1) 
The terms maximal monotone and the notations Ax, D(A), R(A), and 
A0 have the obvious definitions in this setting. If A is a maximal mono- 
tone set and X is reflexive, D(AO) = D(A) for the same reasons as in 
the accretive case. If X* is also strictly convex A0 is a function. 
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Note that the definition of a monotone subset of X x X* is 
independent of which equivalent norm is used on X. It is known that 
if X is separable and reflexive then it may be renormed so that the 
following assumptions are satisfied (see, e.g., [1]): 
Assumption 1 
(i) X is reflexive. 
(ii) X and X* are strictly convex. 
(iii) If {x%} CC X({x,*) C X*), x, - x0(+* - x0*) and 
II x,, II + II x0 IN1 xn* II + II x0* II), then x, --, x0@,* --f x0*). 
Assumption 1 is also satisfied if X and X* are uniformly convex. In 
this situation one can prove the following analogue of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X have an equivalent norm so that the conditions of 
Assumption 1 are satisfied. Let A be a maximal monotone set and A, Z A0 
where A, is a monotone set. Then A,x C Ax for x E D(A). 
To prove this theorem, use is made of the fact that if X and X* are 
strictly convex and reflexive, then for each t > 0 and x E X there is a 
unique element, [x(t), x*(t)] E A, such that 
F[x(t) - x] + tx*(t) = 0. (34 
One defines x(t) = Jtx and x*(t) = A,x. Jt and A, share, under 
Assumption 1, the crucial properties of JI and A, used in the proof 
of Theorem 1.1. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is much the same as that 
of Theorem 1.1, and will not be given here. The analogue of Theorem 
2.2 holds in the following form. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a refexive Banach space, and A be a 
monotone set in X x X* where D(A) _C C and C is a nonempty, closed, 
and convex set. Then there is a maximal monotone set A, such that 
A, 3_ A and D(A,) _C C. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 follows from a result similar to Lemma 3.1, 
which may be found in [2]. The argument parallels the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. 
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